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• Ancient Monuments Society
• The Civic Trust
• Council for British Archaeology
• Garden History Society
• The Georgian Group
• Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings
• Twentieth Century Society
• The Victorian Society



Much to welcome…

• Designation process more open and 
transparent

• Tighter control on demolition within 
conservation areas

• Certificates of immunity (CNIRs) no 
longer tied to planning applications





“Help! I’ve heard my building will no 
longer be listed... What can I do?”



listed building

scheduled ancient monument

listed building consent

heritage structure

registered landscape

heritage open space

heritage asset consent

the register

certificate of no intention to register

certificate of immunity

designation

heritage partnership agreement

local list

conservation area

ecclesiastical exemption
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“Government’s enthusiasm for more and 
more consultation needs to be backed up 
by adequate resources.”
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Public value means “taking a genuine 
interest in what our citizens think, and 
not just consulting in a ritualistic and 
formulaic [way] because we have to...”
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Our present deplorably inadequate lists will be 
perpetuated under the new system.
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“If you’re looking for a testing ground for 
public value, you’d be hard pressed to 
find a better subject. We all know that 
local communities will rally round when 
local buildings are being threatened by 
demolition.”



Ecclesiastical exemption

• Standards and operation vary 
enormously around the country

• Consistory courts do not take 
conservation seriously

• Needs regular review
• HPA procedures might be decided 

diocese by diocese!



Resources

• For groups which act as an interface 
between people and the planning 
system

• For English Heritage, to bring the lists 
up to date and to keep them that way



Resources for local authorities

• To enable them to recognise what 
local people value, through local listing

• To employ an adequate number of 
properly-trained conservation officers

• To help them maintain and enhance 
conservation areas, and designate new 
ones
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